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Executive Summary 
This report delivers an analysis and evaluation of the current payback period, return on 
investment and internal rate of return associated with various residential battery energy 
storage (BESS) systems when paired with 5.7 kW of Seraphim “Blade” Module solar panels 
and a 5 kW SolaX X1-5.0-T-N inverter in Canberra, Australian Capital Territory (ACT), 
Australia.  
Generalised residential electricity usage profiles were developed through K-Means Clustering 
(KMC) by classifying open-source smart meter data from 300 Ausgrid customers located in 
Newcastle, New South Wales (NSW), Australia. This data reported on residential electricity 
usage and solar production in half hour intervals and generalisable residential solar profiles 
were able to be developed. These generalisable electricity usage and solar generation profiles 
are valuable in the case that prospective ActewAGL battery customers do not have a solar 
system installed and are smart meter data deficient. Operational logic of how residential 
batteries operate as a function of electricity consumption, solar generation and grid 
interaction was investigated through linear regression of a year’s worth of 5-minute smart 
meter data belonging to ActewAGL’s existing fleet of 58 Panasonic LJ-SK84A batteries. 
The findings of the generalised residential electricity usage profiles yielded 4 patterns and are 
illustrated in section 5.1, corresponding to customers who were classified by a: 
• Evening Peak 
• Day Peak 
• Night Peak 
• Morning and Evening Peak 
The findings of the analysed data were applied with a discount rate equal to a bank term 
deposit of 2.85% per annum and are summarised below in Table 1: 
Results: Payback Period: Net Present Value: Internal Rate of Return: 
Solar Only 4 to 6 Years $11000 to $17000 22% to 29% 
Solar and Battery 10 to 15 Years -$16000 to $7000 -10% to 9% 
Table 1 – Thesis Range of Results Summary 
It is acknowledged that this discount rate is dependent on the liquidity of the prospective 
customer and that the discount rate used in this study is relatively low in practice. Intuitively, 
customers who use the majority of their electricity in the evening will gain the most from the 
installation of a battery system and this is illustrated in the full set of thesis results through 
Appendix C. 
The thesis finds that the payback period of solar and battery systems still exceeds most 
battery warranty periods and that individually, installing a solar only system generates the 
greatest financial returns. While this makes financial sense individually, at the systemic level, 
this may pose risks to the distribution and transmission network that exist outside of this 
thesis’ scope. The financial viability of residential battery energy storage systems may 
continue to increase with future Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) rulings on 
whether residential batteries can participate in frequency control ancillary services (FCAS). 
This is a considerable area of future research and may be an extension to this thesis. The 
fixed percentages used for consumer price inflation (CPI) and residential electricity price 
escalation are also variables that can potentially have a significant impact on the financial 
results. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Context 
To reduce the negative effects of climate change, decarbonisation of the electricity grid can 
occur using clean energy [1]. However, the most common forms of clean energy that are 
generated from solar panels and wind turbines are intermittent and do not always align with 
periods of electricity consumption [2]. To overcome this intermittency and ensure a resilient 
and on demand supply of clean electricity, energy storage can be utilised [3]. Energy storage 
can assist in overcoming the obstacle of intermittency by time-shifting this clean electricity 
from off-peak to peak periods of electricity cost and demand [4]. Without any energy storage, 
the decarbonised electricity grid of the future is exposed to decreased reliability, reduced 
operating capability, excessive infrastructure investments and increased maintenance costs 
[5]. To reduce the chance of these technical and financial vulnerabilities, residential battery 
energy storage systems can be used to mitigate peak electricity demand [6]. Furthermore, 
potential ancillary benefits can also exist across a range of different energy storage 
applications and installations, attributing to improved [7]: 
• Backup power 
• Solar self-consumption 
• Demand (D) charge reduction 
• Time-of-Use (TOU) bill 
management 
• Distribution upgrade deferral 
• Transmission upgrade deferral 
• Transmission congestion relief 
• Resource adequacy 
• Voltage support 
• Frequency regulation 
• Energy arbitrage 
• Spinning/Non-spinning reserve 
• Black start
At the individual level, the recent reduction of residential BESS’ and solar panel 
manufacturing costs has begun to make residential BESS economically attractive for 
households [8]. To better educate the residential BESS investment decision, it is important 
that the avoided electricity costs and expenses that accrue over the lifetime of the residential 
BESS are modelled [8]. Due to technical discrepancies, such as residential BESS connection 
regulations and standards, availability of product offerings for the household, magnitudes of 
retail electricity rates, differences in solar irradiation, etc., there is no “one size fits all” model 
to quantify how a residential BESS could financially optimise importation and exportation of 
household and grid electricity at the microeconomic level. 
It must be noted that residential BESS and residential solar panels are not mutually exclusive. 
The existence of a residential solar panel system on a household can allow for additional 
electricity time-shifting to exist, increasing the financial performance of the overall system. 
As both an electricity utility and residential BESS and residential solar installer, the industry 
sponsor, ActewAGL, has a unique role to play in this space. Located within the ACT, 
ActewAGL participates in the Next Generation Energy Storage Program [9] and the Solar for 
Low Income Households Program [10]. Both of these incentive programs can reduce overall 
system cost and may assist in meeting financial requirements of certain customers. The 
importance of retail electricity tariffs must also be acknowledged. This may be the largest 
variable of uncertainty for the customer and is a significant determinant of financial return.  
There is no promise of price certainty from any electricity retailer over the warranted lifetime 
of residential BESS and solar panel technologies. 
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2. Technical Background 
The literature review of this final report will aim to identify, evaluate and synthesise the 
relevant peer-reviewed journal articles that represent the current knowledge and best practice 
in this academic field. In addition, an identified gap in knowledge may provide ample 
opportunity for this project to explore, with specific requirements laid out by the university 
and industry organisation. 
2.1 Literature Review 
2.1.1 Categorisation of Residential Electricity Usage Profiles 
Smith et al. utilised a machine learning process called K-Means Clustering (KMC) to 
examine and categorise residential energy interval data into generalised load shapes from 
customers of Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E). The study considered 15-minute resolution data 
from 8337 households in California’s Central Valley. The analytical approach of this paper 
can be summarised in to the following components: 
• Data pre-processing 
Smith et al. pre-processed the data so that only weekdays were included from June 1, 2011 to 
July 30, 2011. 
• Electricity use entropy 
Furthermore, an additional step of data pre-processing was undertaken to remove households 
that did not have any discernible change in daily electricity usage. For instance, households 
where their occupants were away on Summer holidays were removed from the study. 
• Load averaging 
For the months of June and July, the daily waveforms of each customer were averaged. This 
was undertaken to generate a waveform equal to an average Summer weekday’s electricity 
consumption.  
• KMC 
KMC was performed to classify all of the customer’s averaged Summer waveforms, resulting 
in 40 waveforms. 
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• Cluster averaging 
Once these 40 waveforms were identified, they were visually aggregated and averaged 
further down to 6 macro-level load profiles as shown below in Figure 1: 
 
Figure 1 - Generalised Load Profiles in California’s Central Valley [11] 
As shown in Figure 1 above, Smith et al. recognised the following 6 generalisable load 
profiles [11]: 
1. Evening Peak 
2. Night Peak 
3. Dual Peak 
4. Afternoon Peak 
5. Daytime Peak 
6. Morning Peak 
 
1 2 
3 4 
5 6 
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Panapakidis et al. investigated the electricity usage profiles from a mix of 150 industrial, 
commercial and residential customers by using KMC. The study aimed to answer the 
question “which is the load profile that represents the customer?” The study took a similar 
approach to Smith et al., however one key contrast is the existence of normalisation. In 
Panapakidis’ context, normalisation was achieved by dividing every time interval’s power 
reading by the highest peak power that was registered in that month. This allowed the study 
to better compare each customer’s load profile as a percentage of the monthly peak, as 
opposed to contrasting the raw usage of kilowatt-hours (kWh) [12].  
In 2015, Lavin and Klabjan examined commercial and industrial electricity users in an 
attempt to categorise usage profiles at a time interval of 15 minutes by using KMC. Building 
upon the approach of the Smith et al. study, Lavin and Klabjan deviated from Panapakidis’ 
approach to normalisation and instead normalised based on the sum of each day’s electricity 
consumption. This allowed the researchers to better understand how commercial and 
industrial electricity users consume power and compared customers based on what 
percentage of their total electricity usage for that day was used in each 15-minute time 
interval [13]. The study resulted in the following 9 electricity usage profiles as shown below 
in Figure 2: 
 
Figure 2 - Electricity Usage Profiles for Customers in the Food Service Industry [13] 
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Kwac et al. examined the household electricity consumption of 220000 customers in the state 
of California by using KMC. Maintaining the process of normalisation by dividing each time 
interval electricity usage by the total of the electricity usage for that day, Kwac et al. were 
able to generate the following 16 load shapes as shown in Figure 3 [14]:  
 
Figure 3 - 16 Household Electricity Profiles from the State of California [14] 
2.1.2 KMC 
As previously mentioned in [11] to [14], KMC is a machine learning process used to 
categorised similar datasets. Piech et al. succinctly summarised the process of KMC below in 
Figure 4 [15]: 
Figure 4 – Step by Step Process of Two Iterations of KMC [15] 
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Each step of the two iterations of the KMC process was summarised by Piech et al. as [15]: 
a) Visualise original dataset (denoted by green) 
b) Create a random number of centroids, K, that will end up representing the centre of 
each cluster (denoted by the red and blue “x”, here K=2) 
c) Allocate data to the number of random centroids that were created 
d) Reposition the centroids to better fit the allocated data sets by calculating and then 
minimising the Euclidean distance of each data sample to the centroid 
e) Reallocate the data to the repositioned centroids  
f) Reposition the centroids to better fit the allocated data sets by calculating and then 
minimising the Euclidean distance of each data sample to the centroid. 
g) Repeat steps c) to f) until no new centroid repositioning or data reallocation occurs, 
where the Euclidean distance between centroid and all categorised data samples is 
now minimised. 
Paparizzos and Gravano explored the technical limitations of KMC when applied to time-
series data and provided a solution, k-Shape Clustering (KSC), when user’s time-series data 
is not recorded at set intervals. As opposed to calculating Euclidean distance as in KMC, 
KSC takes a two-pronged approach, depending on the input data source. KSC either 
transforms the original input data into an equivalent data set with consistent time intervals, if 
the accuracy of the new data set is not diminished relative to the original or it replaces the 
Euclidean distance with an alternative that is more appropriate, such as Manhattan distance 
[16]. 
2.1.3 Monthly Variation in Residential Electricity Usage 
Lee, et. Al. - Electricity Demand Profile of Australian Low Energy Houses, University of 
South Australia  
In 2014, Lee et al. provided insights into the average electricity usage of low energy houses 
in Australia’s leading sustainable green village, Lochiel Park. The results explaining how 
monthly variations of residential electricity usage occurs is shown below in Figure 5 [17]: 
 
Figure 5 – Monthly Variation of Average Electricity Consumption [17]  
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2.1.4 Electrical Self-Sufficiency 
In 2012, Pietila et. al. explored the viability of attaining a zero peak house, where no 
electricity was imported to the household during times of peak demand on the electricity grid. 
Considering specific case studies in building performance simulation, it was found that using 
a sufficiently sized residential BESS and solar system allowed all of the case study buildings 
to import zero electricity from the grid between 11:00 and 17:00 from May 1st to October 31st 
in Ontario, Canada [18].  
Weniger et. al. gained insight and analysed best practices around sizing a residential BESS in 
2013. A specific simulation model was used and sensitivity analysis was undertaken, yielding 
that in the long term, a combined PV and residential BESS is the financially optimised 
solution [19]. 
In 2012, Colemnar-Santos et. al. discovered hourly and quantitative models for the household 
remuneration from residential solar electricity generation. PV only and integrated PV-BESS 
systems were considered and analysed through the lens of IRR and payback period (PP). It 
was argued that the financial metrics of the residential BESS were improved when the solar 
feed-in tariff was increased and that economies of scale can reduce initial system cost [20]. 
Salvador and Grieu identified and assessed the impact of energy use in buildings on the 
French distribution network in 2012. Fuzzy logic contribution was used to develop a software 
model for French buildings and it was proposed that correct sizing of residential BESS and 
corresponding solar systems can significantly reduce the importation of grid electricity and 
increase self-sufficiency. [21]. 
Mulder et. al. determined the financially optimal integrated PV-BESS design that accounted 
for investment year decision-making, residential electricity price increases and government 
subsidies. The study considered NPV and IRR and recommended that batteries cannot be 
recommended as an astute investment in 2013. However, if residential electricity prices 
increase at a rate of more than 4% per annum, residential BESS do become an attractive 
value proposition and do not require government subsidies [22]. 
2.1.5 Peak Demand Reduction 
Leadbetter and Swan investigate the modelling, simulation and optimal design of residential 
BESS purposed for peak demand reduction in 2012. Using MATLAB and the Canadian 
Hybrid Residential End-Use Energy and GHG Emissions Model (CHREM) it was suggested 
that peak demand reductions between 42% and 49% can occur in all Canadian regions, 
excluding Quebec at 28% [23]. 
2.1.6 Optimisation of Electricity Tariff Recommendation 
In 2015, Zhengen et. al. assessed the effect of PV and residential BESS on electricity 
consumption, peak demand and bill savings under various electricity tariffs. Through the data 
analysis that was undertaken, PV-only systems were found to economically benefit the most 
from flat electricity tariffs and network capacity charges. When a residential BESS is 
included in the analysis, critical peak pricing (CPP) and network capacity charges were the 
financially optimised tariff of choice [24]. 
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2.1.7 Residential BESS Electricity Arbitrage 
Every et. al. established an optimisation strategy to maximise electricity cost savings based 
on individual customer load profile. The study utilised cost benefit analysis and quantum-
behaved particle swarm optimisation to find that arbitrage of electricity using residential 
BESS with no PV generation could not provide additional economic benefit compared to 
time-shifting in an integrated residential BESS and PV generation [25]. 
2.1.8 Consumer Behaviour 
In 2009, Herter and Wayland analysed the effect of CPP on customer behaviour between July 
2004 and September 2004 through quantification of electrical load through regression 
analysis. It was argued that larger electrical users and customers in climate zones that are 
cooler are the most perceptive to changes in electricity price and corresponding consumer 
behaviour [26]. 
Baladi et. al. examined changes in electricity usage and program participation under a TOU 
electricity tariff using attitudinal questionnaires in 1997. It was suggested that there was a 
significant difference in usage patterns between volunteers and non-volunteers of the TOU 
scheme that aligned with their retail electricity rate [27]. 
In 2005, Faruqui and George estimated the consequences of using time-varying electricity 
rates on customer behaviour through analysing 2500 customers running from July 2003 to 
December 2004. It was argued that residential customers were able to better manage their 
electricity bills by reducing their use during times of peak demand [28]. 
2.1.9 Data Resolution 
Beck et. al. developed a model to minimise BESS investment cost and operations and 
maintenance expensive over the warranted lifetime of clean energy products in Germany 
using MILP in 2016. To acquire high accuracy simulation results, 15-minute resolution solar 
generation data may be required. However to analyse BESS interactions, 60-minute 
resolutions can lead to errors of less than 5% and is acceptable for most load profiles [29]. 
2.1.10 System Installation Scheduling 
In 2014, Yoza et. al. presented a model for optimal installation scheduling of residential 
BESS and residential PV in future “smart” houses over the 2015 to 2035 period using cubic 
spline interpolation and tabu search optimisation. It was argued that PV-only systems are 
financially optimised when installed immediately. For residential BESS-only installations, 
2024 was the optimal installation date. When considering integrated PV and residential 
BESS’, the financially optimised installation years were immediate and 2034 respectively 
[30]. 
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2.2 Literature Review Synthesis 
2.2.1 Categorisation of Residential Electricity Usage Profiles 
Smith et al. can provide a suitable starting point for the project methodology of this final 
report. Whilst dependent on the data source, it is estimated that this thesis will have to 
undertake significant data cleaning and pre-processing. Whilst Smith et al. did not normalise 
and compared customer electricity profiles based upon raw energy usage in kWh, Smith et al. 
was the first study to utilise KMC as a process of categorisation. It will be beneficial to verify 
this thesis’ results with the resultant waveforms of the Smith et al. study. 
Panapakidis et al. builds upon Smith et al. and introduces the concept of normalisation to the 
thesis. In this context, Panapakidis normalises the electricity usage in each time interval by 
dividing it by the monthly peak usage. This creates an equivalent figure representative of the 
percentage of the monthly peak usage being consumed. In application to the battery design 
tool, it will be very difficult to try and estimate a customer’s monthly peak usage. An 
alternative normalisation process is sought after. 
Lavin and Klabjan et al. benefits the thesis as their study considers a normalisation process 
that uses the total of each day’s electricity usage rather than the monthly peak usage from 
Panapakidis. This is the normalisation process that intends to be used in this thesis. However, 
due to Lavin and Klabjan only considering commercial and industrial electricity customers, 
the waveforms from the study are not especially useful to compare from the outputs of this 
analysis. 
The scope of the Kwac et al. study is most similar to what this thesis is attempting to 
accomplish and considers raw smart meter data, feature extraction and clustering. It is also 
estimated that the Ausgrid data of this thesis will result in similar morning, daytime, 
afternoon, evening and night load shapes. This is a crucial paper in verifying the approach 
that this thesis takes. 
2.2.2 Machine Learning 
It is important to understand the theoretical limitations of KMC. With this in mind, 
Paparizzos and Gravano provided ample insight into KMC’s limitations when exposed to 
inconsistently sampled data. This thesis is fortunate, where the input data from the 5-minute 
smart meter reads have established a consistent enough time interval for KMC to still be 
valuable. This allows the suggestions of KSC from Paparizzos and Gravano to be neglected 
for the purposes of this thesis. 
2.2.3 Monthly Variation in Residential Electricity Usage 
Lee et al. has been able to quantify the monthly variation of residential electricity use that has 
occurred in South Australia and this is intended to form the default raw energy usage value 
that can then be multiplied by the normalised load profiles gained from KMC. The accuracy 
of this raw kWh energy usage values from this paper is important, but the tool will provide 
contingency to manually input similar values from billing data when designing an individual 
customer’s solar or solar and battery system. 
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2.2.4 Electrical Self-Sufficiency 
Pietila et. al.’s study of zero peak housing bolsters the principles behind this final report by 
arguing that it is economically and technically possible for houses to import no electricity 
from the distribution network in Ontario, Canada, during times of peak demand. If this 
argument was not supported, it would diminish the value proposition of this final report 
significantly, as the economic viability of residential BESS in Australia will be primarily 
funded through the avoided cost of electricity in times of peak demand.  
Furthermore, Weniger et. al. was a proponent of residential BESS in 2013, suggesting that in 
the long term, the integration of residential PV and residential BESS were the financially 
optimised solution for reducing individual electricity bills. Similar to Weniger et. al., this 
project will be a discriminating factor in determining the economic viability of residential 
BESS systems, albeit in the context of the ACT. 
Using hourly resolution data will be insufficient for this project, which contradicts the study 
from Colemnar-Santos et. al. in 2012. Due to the Australian Energy Market Operator 
(AEMO) transitioning to 5-minute market settlements of the wholesale electricity price, this 
tool will follow suit with the same data resolution. Educated debate in regard to ActewAGL’s 
tariff and solar feed-in tariff (FiT) pricing will need to occur, as this can significantly vary the 
financial metrics of the system.  
Unfortunately, the findings from Salvador and Grieu of 2012 are out of scope in this thesis 
and as a result the economic benefits through deferring upgrades to the distribution network 
will not be qualified or quantified in this study. Similarly, fuzzy logic contribution will not be 
of value to the data analysis in this project. 
In 2013, Mulder et. al. argued that if residential electricity prices increase at more than 4% 
per year, residential BESS in Germany can become economically viable, even without 
government subsidy. In Australia, residential electricity prices have grown at a similar rate 
and therefore thorough examination of the claims in Mulder et. al. will occur throughout this 
project. 
2.2.5 Peak Demand Reduction 
Leadbetter and Swan argue that significant peak demand reductions can occur for residential 
premises that have installed solar and BESS’. In the context of the regions of Canada, 
excluding Quebec, this peak demand reduction ranged from 42% to 49%. It will be important 
to investigate the peak demand reductions that can be achieved in the ACT and compare for 
reference. 
2.2.6 Optimisation of Electricity Tariff Recommendation 
Zhengen et. al. argued that for PV-only systems, flat electricity tariffs were recommended for 
financial optimisation. In contrast, CPP became the financially optimised recommendation 
when including residential BESS. It will be important for this study to verify this hypothesis 
in the context of the ACT. 
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2.2.7 Residential BESS Electricity Arbitrage 
When considering the concept of tariff arbitrage, Every et. al. concluded that residential 
BESS without residential PV could not return additional economic gains by importing 
electricity from the grid in times of low demand and self-consuming it in times of high 
demand when compared to time-shifting solar generation. Therefore, the idea of solely 
installing residential BESS without a residential PV system appears to be economically 
insufficient and will therefore be out of scope for this thesis. This is explained by the idea that 
the increased system cost of the residential BESS is not recouped well enough over the 
warranted lifetime, relative to the benefits of increased self-consumption due to having 
residential PV. On a daily basis, the cost difference between the kWh of electricity that is 
imported from the grid in times of low demand, which is then time shifted to periods of high 
demand for self-consumption through a residential BESS, is much more expensive when 
considering system costs compared to that of immediate self-consumption from the 
residential solar system. 
2.2.8 Consumer Behaviour 
However, it must also be questioned whether electricity customers change their behavioural 
habits when charged at different retail rates. Herter and Wayland argue that electrical users 
who operate in cooler climates are the most perceptive to changes in electricity price, which 
bodes well for customers in the ACT, considering it is one of the cooler climates in Australia. 
This is further supported by Baladi et. al.’s study which noted that significant differences in 
electricity usage patterns did occur between participants of the TOU case study and users 
outside of the pilot TOU tariff program. Furthermore, Faruqui and George claimed that 
consumers were able to reduce their electricity use in times of peak demand, if incentivised in 
such a way. This behavioural pattern is consistent with a TOU electricity tariff, which is 
important for the project as it is hypothesised that TOU electricity tariffs will remunerate 
homeowners best for installing a residential BESS. 
2.2.9 Data Resolution 
To meet the data reporting requirements of the ACT Government’s Next Generation 
Renewable Energy Storage Program, this thesis will conform to 15-minute resolution load, 
solar, load and grid interaction data, which aligns with the outcomes of the Beck et al. study.  
2.2.10 System Installation Scheduling 
Finally, system installation scheduling is a point of contention. Yoza et. al.’s 2014 study 
suggested that based on industry trends, installing a residential BESS today may not be the 
financially optimised time to do so, given future expectations of price reduction in residential 
BESS. However, they argued that immediate installations for PV-only systems are the 
financially optimised solution. This is an area for future study for the project, and as a result 
the project will operate with the estimation that both PV and residential BESS systems are 
installed in year 0. 
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3. Project Description 
3.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to create ACT-specific residential BESS design software that 
can provide a financially optimised solution based upon monitoring data that is representative 
of 15 years’ worth of a customer’s: 
• Solar generation 
• Grid usage 
• Electricity consumption 
In conjunction with each customer’s existing retail electricity rate, these behavioural and 
economic choices can significantly alter the financial viability of battery offerings on the 
market. When these individual habits are quantified into data and are reviewed, ActewAGL 
can make improved product recommendations to their customers. Furthermore, as an 
accredited partner of the ACT Next Generation Energy Storage Program, ActewAGL also 
has a commitment to recommending electricity tariffs from the utilities to their customers.  
Ultimately, a better understanding of ActewAGL’s monitoring data can provide improved 
product and service recommendations. These recommendations primarily revolve around 
specific solar panel, inverter, residential BESS and electricity tariff selection. Sound 
implementation of these offerings can improve upon the financial performance and position 
of ActewAGL. 
3.2 Objectives 
In extending upon the purpose of the project above, the objectives can be referred to as: 
Objective 1: Advance ActewAGL’s residential BESS knowledge base 
Within six months, a residential BESS design tool will be developed on Microsoft (MS) 
Excel that will provide technical and financial analysis. After receiving ethics approval, 
accessing the anonymous solar customer data will be the first step. Once that has been 
achieved, tool development can commence.  
Residential BESS installations that stem from this tool and their corresponding analysis will 
allow ActewAGL and their customers to benefit financially, while reducing global carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions in an effective manner. 
Objective 2: Develop professional competencies in the clean energy industry  
Within six months, the Stage 1 Competency Standard for Professional Engineers from 
Engineers Australia will be attained. In order to become a professional engineer, these 
competencies must exist in each individual at their moment of employment into industry, 
ensuring that sustainability, ethics and safety are at the forefront of their mind.  
Through my experiences at ActewAGL, I will improve upon my technical understanding of 
residential BESS, further developing my ability to apply engineering methods, techniques 
and processes to solve specific problems and fostering my personal qualities as an engineer of 
the future. I will compare and contrast my professional development with the Stage 1 
Competency Standards for Professional Engineers from Engineers Australia throughout the 
assessment and deliverables of the project.  
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3.3 Scope 
3.3.1 In Scope Components 
The components of the project that are determined as in scope can be listed as follows: 
• Comparison of ACT electricity retailer tariffs 
• Support for residential solar generation data input 
• Evaluation of current and prospective ActewAGL offerings 
• Investigation of residential solar system interaction 
• Examination of residential solar system and BESS interaction 
• Investigation of peak demand reduction 
3.3.2 Out of Scope Components 
The components of the project that are determined as out of scope can be listed as follows: 
• Investigation of the effect of high uptake of residential BESS interacting with the 
ACT distribution network 
• Examination of residential wind turbine interactions with residential BESS 
• Provision for the interaction of electrical vehicle charging 
• Evaluation of the environmental impact of different BESS chemistries 
• Examination of residential BESS on distribution network cost reductions 
• Solar cell degradation 
• Battery cell degradation 
• Investigation of the economic viability of residential demand management devices 
• Inclusion of predictive weather capabilities 
• Evaluation of system installation schedule year 
• Investigation of the economic viability of commercial solar and BESS systems 
• Comparison of residential BESS chemistry 
3.4 Requirements 
• All evaluated products and services are Clean Energy Council (CEC) compliant 
• All evaluated products and services are compliant with Evoenergy practices and 
procedures 
3.5 Estimations 
The estimations associated with this Master’s Thesis can be summarised as follows: 
• Consumer price inflation is a percentage of 1.3% per annum (p.a.) [31] 
• Residential electricity price escalation is a percentage of 3.5% per annum (p.a.) [32] 
• The systems are installed at Year 0 
3.6 Project Deliverables 
Under the estimation that all actions are completed successfully during the Master’s Thesis, 
project deliverables that are expected from the project include: 
1. Online Journal Entries 
2. Project Proposal 
3. Work Assessments 
4. Interim Report 
5. Oral Presentation 
6. Final Report 
7. MS Excel Residential BESS 
Software Design Tool 
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4. Project Methodology 
At a high level, this thesis faced two technical tasks. The first was in regard to qualifying the 
electricity usage patterns for Australian residential customers, whilst the second required 
insight into how battery energy storage systems within ActewAGL’s existing residential fleet 
interact with residential load, solar production and grid interaction. 
4.1 Residential Electricity Usage Classification 
To establish generalisable electricity usage waveforms, open source data from Ausgrid was 
utilised. This data consisted of 1 year of electricity consumption and solar energy production 
recorded at half-hourly intervals, from 300 customers in the area of Newcastle, New South 
Wales, Australia. A snapshot of the raw Ausgrid data format is provided below in Figure 6: 
 
Figure 6 - Ausgrid Solar Home Electricity Data 
4.1.1 Normalisation 
In order to group similar customers based on how they use their energy, manipulation of the 
raw kWh figures as shown in Figure 6 is required. In this thesis’ context, the total of each 
day’s electricity consumption was calculated and each time interval’s reading was divided by 
this value. This allowed the electricity profiles to be compared via each time interval 
representing a percentage of the total daily load, rather than the raw kWh value. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 - Customer 74 vs. Customer 98 – Raw Electricity Usage vs. Time 
Customer 74 
Customer 98 
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In this example, customer 74 and customer 98 have similar daily electricity consumption 
totals. Despite this, there are recognisable changes between Figure 7 and Figure 8. For 
example, the customer 98’s peak at 7am is significantly reduced in Figure 8, relative to 
Figure 7. This reflects the pattern of how customer 98 uses their energy, as opposed to the 
raw energy value in kWh. 
4.1.2 Waveform Averaging 
Once the process of normalisation has been applied across every customer’s half-hour time 
intervals, the monthly average waveform was calculated. This resulted in one equivalent daily 
waveform that was representative of the month’s electricity usage. This is illustrated below in 
Figure 9 and Figure 10: 
 
Figure 8 – Customer 74 vs. Customer 98 – Percentage of Electricity Used vs. Time 
Customer 74 
Customer 98 
Figure 9 - Customer 1 - February Load Profiles – Daily Electricity Usage vs. Time 
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This process resulted in daily electricity usage waveforms for each customer, for each month.  
4.1.3 KMC 
Once the 300 waveforms for each month have been established, KMC was used to classify 
them into similar groups. An important intermediate step is determining how many centroids, 
denoted by the variable K, should initially be set. In the case that K=2, the creation of these 2 
centroids is illustrated in step b) of section 2.1.2. In this thesis, K was established by the 
Elbow Method. For each number of clusters, the Elbow Method calculates the variance 
between said number of clusters and the relocated centroids [33]. The user then selects the 
number of clusters at the knee-point, where the variance experiences diminishing returns as 
the number of centroids increases. This is illustrated below in Figure 11: 
 
Figure 11 - Combined Evaluation of Average Distance to Cluster Centre vs. Number of 
Clusters 
 
Figure 10 - Customer 1 – Average February Load Profiles - Daily Electricity Usage vs. 
Time 
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In this example, K was selected at 11. Therefore, for each month, the 300 customer 
waveforms are aggregated into 11 profiles as shown below in Figure 12: 
 
Figure 12 – February Ausgrid Categorisation for K=11 - Daily Electricity Usage vs. 
Time 
In order to condense these waveforms further, they are visually verified for similarities and 
correspondingly grouped. In this example, the 11 waveforms of Figure 12 were able to be 
collapsed into 4 resultant waveforms as shown in Figure 13: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 – Visual Inspection and Averaging for February Ausgrid Categorisation for 
K=11 
This process is repeated for each month of the open-source Ausgrid data. 
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4.2 Residential Solar Generation 
In order to quantify monthly solar generation profiles, the solar generation from every 
customer in the 12 months of the Ausgrid dataset was considered. 
4.2.1 Normalisation 
The first step in determining these solar profiles is to first normalise the solar generation in 
each 30-minute time interval by the solar system size of the customer.  
4.2.2 Averaging 
Once the process of normalisation has been applied across every customer’s half-hour time 
intervals for solar generation, the solar profiles for each month was calculated by averaging 
each customer’s normalised solar generation. 
4.3 Residential Battery System Interaction 
The historical smart meter data of 58 customers who had residential battery energy storage 
systems installed by ActewAGL Retail under the ACT Government’s Next Generation 
Energy Storage Program (NGESP) was used to try and understand how batteries were 
operating as a function of electrical load, solar generation and grid interaction. This data was 
measured by the third party, Solar Analytics. In this data set, these variables are 
meanPspecLoad, meanSolarInverterP and meanImportP respectively. The variable 
meanBatteryInverterP is the subject of the equation. It must be noted that for these Solar 
Analytics customers, the Panasonic LJ-SK84A residential battery energy storage system was 
installed. An excerpt of the pre-processed Solar Analytics data to conform to NGESP is 
shown below in Figure 14: 
 
Figure 14 – Pre-processed Solar Analytic Smart Meter Data Example 
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4.3.1 Linear Regression 
Linear regression is a mathematical process used to investigate how the battery operates as a 
function of residential load, solar generation and grid interaction. This process aims to 
represent the correlation amongst two variables through establishing a trendline that best fits 
measured data as shown in Figure 15 [34]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With Figure 15 in mind, the following basic variables in the two-dimensional case can be 
defined where: 
x = the independent variable 
y = the dependent variable 
c = the y-axis intercept 
m = the gradient 
This adheres to the general form of a two-dimensional linear equation as: 
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 
The trendline that minimises the sum of the distance between every data point is selected as 
the solution. For this thesis, linear regression was applied to a year of 5-minute interval data 
for all 58 Solar Analytics customers through both MS Excel and MS Azure Machine 
Learning Studio. 
In this context, a four-dimensional linear equation was sought after and can be represented as: 
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃 
+ 𝑝 ∗ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑃 + 𝑐 
The following variables can be defined as: 
n = the gradient of meanSolarInverterP 
p = the gradient of meanImportP 
 
Figure 15 – Linear Regression Example 
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4.4  Comprehensive Review of Project Methods 
4.4.1 Residential Electricity Usage Classification 
For the purposes of this thesis, it was important to generalise residential electricity usage 
profiles from the open-source Ausgrid data and quantify the percentage of electricity being 
used at every 5-minute interval. This was undertaken to improve upon the ActewAGL net 
system load profile that was previously being used to replicate the costs of customer’s 
electricity bill. Unfortunately, this previous approach included commercial and industrial 
electricity customers, leading to inaccuracies in how residents were forecasted to use 
electricity on a daily basis. An extension of this will be to include historical customer smart 
meter data that uniquely specifies a customer’s residential electricity usage. 
4.4.1.1 Normalisation 
Similar to Smith et al., this study could have neglected the effect of normalisation. However, 
this would have bucked the trend of the majority of the papers in the literature review. It also 
would have led to KMC grouping customers based on kWh of electricity being consumed. 
The issue with this is that a 1-bedroom apartment and a 5-bedroom mansion may both fit 
under an evening peak classification, but if no normalisation process occurs, they would 
rarely be categorised together. As per Panapakidis et al, normalisation by the monthly peak 
usage rather than the daily total of electricity usage could have also occurred. However, if the 
normalisation was undertaken this way, it would have proved extremely difficult to estimate a 
customer’s peak electricity usage. This is a function of the appliances installed at the 
customer’s residence, rather than applying best practice from the Lee et al. paper.  
4.4.1.2 Waveform Averaging 
If each day’s waveform was not averaged, this would have resulted in a more 
computationally onerous process for KMC. This would have included 109500 (300 * 365) 
profiles rather than the analysed 3600 (300 * 12) profiles. There is also the risk that when 
KMC was applied, it would simply classify all 109500 waveforms back into the original 300 
customers, which would not be helpful.  
4.4.1.3 KMC 
The process of KMC is an elegant approach to classify large sets of input data that have been 
sampled at consistent and regular intervals. This was the most consistently used method from 
the literature review and still represents best practice at this current stage. The KSC algorithm 
could have also been considered in greater detail but use of this process in practice was more 
difficult and not available in MS Azure ML Studio.  
4.4.2 Residential Solar Generation 
Solar generation profiles were formed using the Ausgrid data. One criticism is that these 
profiles were specifically relevant for Newcastle in NSW rather than Canberra in the ACT. 
Due to the distance between these two cities, the solar production curves in Canberra will be 
slightly reduced in magnitude and shape. 
4.4.2.1 Normalisation 
This thesis took the solar production in kWh of each time interval and divided it by the solar 
system size in kW for each customer. This resulted in a figure representative of the time that 
the panels were exposed to peak sunlight for. It also allows a new hypothetical solar system 
to be retrospectively applied to these solar profiles to quantify kWh generation for each 5-
minute interval, which is especially important for using this tool with new customers. 
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4.4.2.2 Averaging 
Once the solar production of each customer was normalised by their respective solar system 
size, the average solar production of all 300 Ausgrid customers was taken to have one solar 
production waveform for each month. Whilst an amount of precision may be lost by 
averaging, for example a clouding event that one customer experienced no longer is 
represented, it is an acceptable loss to achieve generalisable solar production waveforms for 
each month. 
4.4.3 Residential Battery System Interaction 
As previously stated, this thesis aims to establish an equation solving for 
meanBatteryInverterP as a function of meanPspecLoad, meanSolarInverterP and 
meanImportP. There are numerous ways to achieve this outcome, but for the purposes of this 
thesis, linear regression was selected. 
4.4.3.1 Linear Regression 
As opposed to linear regression there are many alternative regression models that could have 
also been used. These regression models are: 
• Bayesian Linear Regression (BLR)  
• Neural Network Regression (NNR) 
• Decision Forest Regression (DFR) 
BLR incorporates probability distributions, such as normal, heavy-tailed or uniform 
distributions that are developed from the input data set. Using these probability distributions 
better educates the BLR model, resulting in increased accuracy and precision of the 
approximations for meanBatteryInverterP. If accuracy and precision are deficient, BLR may 
be a necessary next step after linear regression. 
NNR can be defined as any statistical model that attempts to establish non-linear 
relationships, as a function of their inputs, whilst using a method of adaptive weighting. In 
the context of this thesis, it is first hypothesised that a linear relationship exists in the 
Panasonic LJ-SK84A batteries. It is reassuring to know NNR exists in the case that the 
battery’s charge controller does not operate under a linear relationship. 
DFR undertakes a number of tests for each data point. These tests expose each data point to a 
specified data structure which is known as a binary tree. These data points are continually 
exposed to binary trees until a decision is reached, which is known as a leaf node. As 
opposed to the other regression methods, DFR provides additional resilience to data noise. 
Furthermore, DFR has improved memory usage and computational speed when both training 
the model and when predicting meanBatteryInverterP on a new dataset. If memory usage and 
computational speed are restrictive using ActewAGL’s hardware, DFR may be a suitable 
alternative to linear regression. 
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5 Project Results 
5.1 Residential Electricity Usage Classification 
From analysis of the Ausgrid data, KMC with a selection of K=11 yielded 4 generalisable 
residential electricity usage profiles. These are detailed below, with each individual month’s 
waveform being illustrated. In the legend, Series1 corresponds to the first month of the year, 
which is January. Under this pattern, Series12 corresponds to December. 
5.1.1 Evening Peak 
The representative average waveforms of Ausgrid customers who were categorised under an 
Evening Peak usage profile are illustrated below in Figure 16: 
 
Figure 16 – Ausgrid Evening Peak Waveforms – K=11 
5.1.2 Day Peak 
The representative average waveforms of Ausgrid customers who were categorised under a 
Day Peak usage profile are illustrated below in Figure 17: 
 
Figure 17 – Ausgrid Day Peak Waveforms – K=11 
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5.1.3 Night Peak 
The representative average waveforms of Ausgrid customers who were categorised under a 
Night Peak usage profile are illustrated below in Figure 18: 
 
Figure 18 – Ausgrid Night Peak Waveforms – K=11 
5.1.4 Morning and Evening Peak 
The representative average waveforms of Ausgrid customers who were categorised under a 
Morning and Evening Peak usage profile are illustrated below in Figure 19: 
 
Figure 19 - Ausgrid Night Peak Waveforms – K=11 
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5.2 Residential Solar Generation 
The representative average waveforms of solar generation for each month that was generated 
from the Ausgrid data is shown below in Figure 20: 
 
Figure 20 – Ausgrid Solar Generation Profiles 
5.3 ActewAGL Retail Smart Meter Tariffs 
The following 2 tariffs are available for ActewAGL Retail customers who have a smart meter 
installed at their premises. It must be noted that smart meters installations are mandatory for 
customers who have solar only or solar and battery systems installed on behalf of ActewAGL 
Retail. 
5.3.1 ACT Smart Meter Home TOU Plan 
The ACT Smart Meter Home TOU Plan can be visualised as per Figure 21:  
 
Figure 21 – ACT Smart Meter Home TOU Plan 
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5.3.2 ACT Smart Meter Home Demand Plan 
The ACT Smart Meter Home Demand Plan can be visualised as per Figure 22: 
In conjunction with this flat tariff of $0.1946/kWh, the ACT Smart Meter Home Demand 
Plan also exposes customers to a demand charge of $0.15616/kW/day. The peak demand 
figure in kW is calculated as the maximum half-hourly peak import of one day from the grid 
between 5pm and 8pm. This is then multiplied by the number of days in the month in 
question, which is then multiplied by said demand charge. 
5.4 Residential Battery System Interaction 
5.3.1 Example Customer System 
For the sake of brevity, one hypothetical customer solar system will be considered and held 
constant whilst the load profile, applicable tariff and residential battery system is varied. 
The example customer system is based in Newcastle, New South Wales (NSW), Australia. 
This location has been selected so that the Ausgrid solar generation profiles can be directly 
applied with minimised error. 
The selected solar system size was calculated based off the average of ActewAGL Retail’s 
existing NGESP solar and battery system installations. This resulted in a figure of 5.7 kW. 
ActewAGL Retail’s default solar panel offering is the Seraphim “Blade” Module 300W 
Mono-crystalline and the pricing of 19 of these panels has been used in the analysis. 
As a result of this solar system design, a suitably sized inverter of 5 kW that minimised 
inverter clipping has been selected for the analysis. ActewAGL Retail’s default inverter 
offering is sourced from SolaX. In the context of this thesis, the 5 kW SolaX X1-5.0-T-N will 
be utilised. 
 
 
 
Figure 22 – ACT Smart Meter Home Demand Plan 
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5.3.2 Average Customer Load and Solar Production 
As a result of the above location, solar system and inverter size, the following average 
electricity consumption and production figures can be illustrated as per Figure 23: 
5.3.3 Simulated Battery Operation 
To best illustrate waveforms of the battery’s operation, the months of January and June are 
selected. In these examples, a Tesla Powerwall 2 AC with 13.5 kWh of capacity and 5 kW of 
sustained peak output is configured. 
5.3.3.1 5-Minute Battery System Interaction – January Evening Peak 
The 5-Minute battery system interaction for an Evening Peak customer profile in the month 
of January is shown below in Figure 24:  
Figure 24 – 5-Minute Battery System Interaction – January Evening Peak 
Figure 23 – Monthly Load and Solar Production vs. Month 
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5.3.3.2 5-Minute Battery System Interaction – June Evening Peak 
The 5-Minute battery system interaction for an Evening Peak customer profile in the month 
of June is shown below in Figure 25: 
5.3.4 Solar Only Results 
The 8 solar only configurations for the example customer are illustrated below in Figure 26: 
5.3.5 Solar and Battery System Results 
The top 10 solar and battery configurations for the example customer are illustrated below in 
Figure 27: 
The full set of solar and battery system results are provided in Appendix C. 
Figure 25 - 5-Minute Battery System Interaction – June Evening Peak 
Figure 26 – Solar Only Results for the Example Customer System 
Figure 27 – Top 10 Solar and Battery Results for the Example Customer System 
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6 Discussion 
6.1 Fulfilment of Purpose 
The purpose of this project was to create an ACT-specific residential BESS design software 
that could provide a financially optimised solution based upon monitoring data that is 
representative of 15 years’ worth of a customer’s: 
• Solar generation 
• Grid usage 
• Electricity consumption 
This final report argues that the above purpose was fulfilled. The final version of the battery 
design tool has shown its capability in ranking battery energy storage system configurations 
by their financial metrics, which can allow the user to make an optimised battery energy 
storage system purchase decision. 
6.2 Comprehensive Review of Project Outcomes 
6.2.1 Residential Electricity Usage Classification 
6.2.1.1 Evening Peak 
Under the TOU tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile from Figure 16 would be charged under the off-peak, shoulder and peak periods as per 
Figure 28: 
 
Figure 28 – Evening Peak Usage Distributions between TOU Billing Periods 
Under the D tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile would be charged for the peak usage percentages as per Figure 29:   
 
Figure 29 - Evening Peak Usage Distributions for D Peak Demand Charge Calculations 
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The electricity usage pattern of the Evening Peak may be explained by household residents 
returning from work and commencing preparation for dinner, leisure and sleep. 
As illustrated by Figure 27, the Evening Peak benefits the most from the installation of a 
battery energy storage system. This is because the Evening Peak is able to charge its battery 
from any excess solar generation and time shift it to the peak period between 5pm and 8pm.  
6.2.1.2 Day Peak 
Under the TOU tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile from Figure 17 would be charged under the off-peak, shoulder and peak periods as per 
Figure 30: 
 
Figure 30 - Day Peak Usage Distributions between TOU Billing Periods 
Under the D tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile would be charged for the peak usage percentages as per Figure 31:   
 
Figure 31 - Day Peak Usage Distributions for D Peak Demand Charge Calculations 
The electricity usage pattern of the Day Peak may be explained by household residents who 
work from home or are retired. 
As shown by Figure 26, the Day Peak benefits the most from the installation of a solar only 
system. This is because the Day Peak best aligns solar generation with electrical 
consumption, and the economic benefit from immediate solar energy self-consumption is 
maximised. As illustrated by Appendix C, the Day Peak benefits the least from the 
installation of a battery energy storage system. Again, this is because the economic benefit 
from time-shifting solar energy to account for electrical load in the future is minimised. 
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6.2.1.3 Night Peak 
Under the TOU tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile from Figure 18 would be charged under the off-peak, shoulder and peak periods as per 
Figure 32: 
 
Figure 32 - Night Peak Usage Distributions between TOU Billing Periods 
Under the D tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile would be charged for the peak usage percentages as per Figure 33:   
 
Figure 33 - Night Peak Usage Distributions for D Peak Demand Charge Calculations 
The electricity usage pattern of the Night Peak may be explained by large off-peak water 
heaters or household residents who are night shift workers. 
As illustrated by Appendix C, the Night Peak do not significantly benefit from the installation 
of a battery energy storage system. This is because the Night Peak has the majority of its 
electricity consumption in the off-peak period, reducing how much energy is used in the TOU 
shoulder and peak periods and minimising the exposure to the D peak demand charge. 
6.2.1.4 Morning and Evening Peak 
Under the TOU tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile from Figure 19 would be charged under the off-peak, shoulder and peak periods as per 
Figure 34: 
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Figure 34 – Morning and Evening Peak Usage Distributions between TOU Billing 
Periods 
Under the D tariff, the following percentage of daily electricity usage for the evening peak 
profile would be charged for the peak usage percentages as per Figure 35:   
 
Figure 35 – Morning and Evening Peak Usage Distributions for D Peak Demand 
Charge Calculations 
The electricity usage pattern of the Morning and Evening Peak may be explained by families 
who have children attending kindergarten or school. The increase in electricity usage in the 
morning could be described by preparation for morning activities, whilst a similar 
explanation to the evening peak also applies. 
As shown in Figure 27, the Morning and Evening Peak benefits from the installation of a 
residential battery energy storage system the second most, only losing out to the evening peak 
profile. This is because the Morning and Evening Peak still has the majority of its electricity 
consumption in the peak period, but a specific amount of electricity usage has been shifted to 
the morning. Therefore, a smaller percentage of time-shifted solar energy is able to be 
consumed in the peak period, resulting in worsening financial metrics. 
6.2.2 Residential Solar Generation 
Figure 20 illustrates the month by month variation in solar energy generation. It is observed 
that the month of September is showing the highest peak in solar generation, when intuition 
would suggest this should be the month of January. This phenomenon can be explained by 
the fact that the average of the solar production from the 300 randomly selected Ausgrid 
customers was taken. This could suggest that, on average, the 300 solar systems that were 
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installed in Newcastle, NSW, Australia, were not installed facing ideal due north and were 
not installed with an ideal pitch of 30o. 
6.2.3 Residential Battery System Interaction 
From linear regression, the following linear relationship was discovered: 
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑃 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 − 
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑃 
This follows the convention that meanBatteryInverterP is positive when it is charging and 
negative when it is discharging. Furthermore, there is a convention that meanSolarInverterP 
is positive when the panels are producing energy and there is a convention that 
meanPspecLoad is positive when the premises are consuming electricity. Finally, there is a 
convention that meanImportP is positive when importing power and negative when exporting 
power. 
The algorithm that describes the residential battery system interaction that was used in this 
thesis can be divided into 6 key areas as shown in Figure 36 below: 
1. Early Morning Grid Import 
a. meanBatteryInverterP = 0 
b. meanSolarInverterP = 0 
c. meanPspecLoad = meanImportP 
2. Increasing Solar Irradiation 
a. meanBatteryInverterP = 0  
b. meanSolarInverterP > 0 
c. meanImportP > 0 
d. meanPspecLoad = meanSolarInverterP - meanImportP 
3. Peak Solar Irradiation 
a. meanBatteryInverterP > 0 (charging) as meanSolarInverterP > 
meanPspecLoad 
b. Varying meanSolarInverterP 
c. meanImportP = 0 
1 2 4 5 6 3 
Figure 36 - 5-Minute Battery System Interaction - June Evening Peak 
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d. meanPspecLoad = meanSolarInverterP – meanImportP - 
meanBatteryInverterP 
4. Declining Solar Irradiation 
a. meanBatteryInverterP < 0 (Discharging) 
b. meanSolarInverterP > 0 
c. meanImportP < 0 (Exceeded Battery Discharge Rate) 
d. meanPspecLoad = meanSolarInverterP – meanImportP-meanBatteryInverterP 
5. Peak Usage Period 
a. meanBatteryInverterP < 0 (Discharging) 
b. meanSolarInverterP = 0 
c. meanImportP = 0  
d. meanPspecLoad = meanBatteryInverterP 
6. Late Night Grid Import 
a. meanImportP = meanPspecLoad 
6.3 Validity of Results 
It must be acknowledged that the validity of these results only applies to the example 
customer system under the aforementioned conditions. However, the battery design tool has 
the ability to vary specific components of the system and sensitivity analysis must be 
performed on the following characteristics: 
• Solar system size and manufacturer 
• Inverter size and manufacturer 
• Additional battery offerings 
• Discount rate 
• Cost of capital 
• Electricity price escalation 
• Consumer price inflation 
• Tariff pricing
The validity of results must be verified with additional smart meter data from new battery 
energy storage systems that ActewAGL Retail have installed. 
6.4 Industry Placement Obstacles 
This thesis was exposed to numerous obstacles throughout its 6-month completion. The 
organisational transition of industry sponsor was prohibitive and this has been reflected in the 
thesis’ inability to perform the above sensitivity analysis. Secondly, the long-distance nature 
of the academic supervision was a challenge, but best efforts were still invested. Thirdly, the 
software transition associated with moving from MS Excel to MS Azure Machine Learning 
Studio to undertake linear regression on the Solar Analytics data exposed a significant 
learning curve.  
6.5 Areas for Future Research 
There are significant areas for future research to be realised by using this thesis as a 
foundational starting point. The first is to optimise the battery operation as illustrated in 
Figure 36. By introducing predictive weather capabilities and having prior knowledge of 
what electricity tariff the customer is exposed to, the battery can operate in a different 
manner. The economic viability of residential battery energy storage systems participating in 
frequency control ancillary service (FCAS) raise bids should also be quantified as this can 
contribute to a significant revenue stream for battery owners. Including the smart meter data 
from residential battery energy storage systems that are being monitored by Reposit Power, 
would also be beneficial. 
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7 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this thesis aimed to create a user-friendly software tool to quantify the 
financial viability of residential battery energy storage systems when paired with solar panels. 
In order to achieve this, the thesis needed to ascertain information around how residents use 
their electricity, how solar production varies month to month and how a specific battery 
system will control its system state as a function of electricity consumption, solar production 
and grid interaction. Furthermore, an understanding of discounted cash flow analysis and how 
ActewAGL charges its customers for electricity via tariffs was required. 
The amalgamation of these capabilities can better educate prospective battery energy storage 
system customers of ActewAGL by giving them an estimation of payback period, return on 
investment and internal rate of return. It can also give ActewAGL a deeper technical 
understanding of how the existing battery fleet of Panasonic LJ-SK84A residential battery 
energy storage systems are operating. For now, this operational logic can then be applied to 
future residential battery energy storage system offerings until we learn how additional 
batteries operate in reality or if we understand optimal battery operation as a function of retail 
electricity tariff, independent of battery manufacturer. 
For an example customer system of 5.7 kW of Seraphim “Blade” Module solar panels and 5 
kW of a SolaX X1-5.0-T-N inverter’s sustained peak output, the following range of results in 
Table 1 were exhibited over 15 years when financed by a bank term deposit of 2.85%: 
Results: Payback Period: Net Present Value: Internal Rate of Return: 
Solar Only 4 to 6 Years $11000 to $17000 22% to 29% 
Solar and Battery 10 to 15 Years -$16000 to $7000 -10% to 9% 
Table 1 – Thesis Range of Results Summary 
The results of this thesis are exposed to a number of uncertainties. It must be acknowledged 
that the bank term deposit is one of the lower cost of capitals associated with financing a 
solar or solar and battery system. Increasing the cost of capital will further increase the 
payback period and reduce the net present value and internal rate of return. Furthermore, 
changes to the underlying ActewAGL smart meter tariffs that form the revenue for these 
systems as an avoided cost can also be changed annually. A final uncertainty is that of the 
future consumer price inflation and escalation in residential electricity price. For the purposes 
of this thesis, these values were set at 1.3% [31] and 3.5% [32] respectively. If these are 
higher than presently valued, this will increase the financial viability of the systems and vice 
versa.  
Depending on each residence’s profile of electricity usage and electricity tariff, there are 
specific solar and battery systems whose payback period is approaching the limit of the 
manufacturer’s warranty. The realisation of this alignment between payback period and 
warranty period is a critical inflection point for those considering solar and battery systems 
solely on financial merit. With potential new revenue streams such as FCAS raise, continuing 
research and development into battery technologies and maintenance of progressive battery 
rebate programs, it is likely that the financials of solar and battery systems will continue to 
increase in viability. 
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9 Appendix A - Project Management 
9.1 Project Resources 
9.1.1 Administration 
This Master’s Thesis would not be achieved successfully without the assistance of various 
mentors and academic assistance. A significant amount of correspondence will continue to 
occur between the following parties: 
• Professor Stephen J Wilson 
• Ms. Rachael Turner 
• Mr. Todd Eagles 
• Mr. Russell Forster 
• Mr. James Dunlop 
• Ms. Lynda Murphy 
• Dr. Christopher Leonardi 
Engineering colleagues also exist who have contributed to idea generation and technical 
difficulties that have been experienced so far. A significant amount of collaboration will 
continue to occur between the following parties: 
• Mr. Lahiru Hapuarachchi 
• Mr. Darren Hayford 
• Mr. Bradley Smith 
• Mr. Kosta Didimiotis 
9.1.2 Hardware 
In order to complete all of the aforementioned deliverables to a standard that is accepted by 
The University of Queensland and ActewAGL, a personal computer will be required. In order 
to adhere to ActewAGL’s policies and practice, a monitor riser, two computer screens and an 
encrypted hard drive has also been utilised. 
9.1.3 Software 
In order to complete all of the aforementioned deliverables to a standard that is accepted by 
The University of Queensland and ActewAGL, MS Excel software will be required for data 
pre-processing and general analysis. MS Azure Machine Learning Studio will be required to 
undertake additional data preparation, regression model training and model evaluation. 
9.1.4 Comprehensive Assessment of Project Resources 
Professor Stephen J Wilson was extremely important to the overall progress of the Master’s 
thesis by participating in fortnightly calls and frequently contributing to technical and 
conceptual discussions around the project.  
Additionally, this project would not have been supported by ActewAGL without Ms. Rachael 
Turner’s open-mindedness, interest in innovation and broader knowledge around the retail 
and electricity sector.  
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Mr. Todd Eagles was central to the thesis’ development and had introduced the student to key 
colleagues at ActewAGL who have been able to assist with any technical and conceptual 
difficulties that have arisen. Mr. Todd Eagles had also given the most information around 
project scope and desired deliverable capability that can give the greatest value to the sponsor 
organisation. 
Mr. Russell Forster provided valuable discussions around ActewAGL’s tariffs, which provide 
the business case for this thesis through acknowledging revenue from solar and residential 
BESS’ as avoided costs. He was also a key figure and negotiator in the on-boarding of this 
Master’s Thesis at ActewAGL. 
Mr. James Dunlop assisted by providing an additional business case to the Master’s Thesis in 
the context of smart metering and predictive analytics. This aligns with the future direction 
that ActewAGL is taking in being an electricity utility that remains relevant in 2020 onwards. 
Ms. Lynda Murphy was able to contribute to the on-boarding of the Master’s Thesis from 
The University of Queensland’s perspective and was valuable in transitioning from the 
previous Master’s Thesis sponsor to ActewAGL. She was critical in devising the contractual 
agreement between the student and ActewAGL and was quick to act when previous plans fell 
through. 
Dr. Christopher Leonardi was valuable in administrating the assessment deliverables of the 
Master’s Thesis and has provided correspondence at critical periods of time. He was 
proactive in his approach to course announcements and has given his student’s ample 
amounts of time in completing project deliverables. 
Mr. Lahiru Hapuarachchi was critical in offering technical advice and sourcing various 
datasets that have been analysed to form the basis of the Master’s Thesis. He was a sounding 
board for various ideas and has ensured that the thesis stayed on track and that the thesis was 
progressing at an acceptable rate. He provided insight and assistance to the data requirements 
of the ACT Government’s Next Generation Energy Storage Program (NGESP), which has 
provided an input format to the Master’s Thesis Battery Design Tool. 
Mr. Darren Hayford has introduced me to ActewAGL’s existing solar quoting tool and has 
participated in important discussions around ActewAGL’s smart meter demand tariff and 
how it may apply to solar and residential BESS. This, as well as ActewAGL’s smart meter 
time-of-use tariff, are the only two electricity plans offered when a solar or residential BESS 
is installed at residential premises. 
Mr. Bradley Smith is a senior engineer that is responsible for innovation and smart metering 
at ActewAGL. He has simultaneously been contributing to ActewAGL’s machine learning 
and predictive data capabilities, an area which the Master’s Thesis directly aligns with. He 
has seen the value in the project and has always taken the time to be available for any 
questions that have arisen. 
Mr. Kosta Didimiotis is an innovation and smart metering manager, who has a direct interest 
in the project. He has also provided large allotments of his time in fostering the project and 
has been a reliable source of feedback in technical and conceptual matters. 
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9.2 Project Timeline 
Figure 37 illustrates the proposed project timeline as a Gantt chart that was followed over the 
course of the placement. The assessment deliverables set out by The University of 
Queensland act as targets to be accomplished by the project. The student and Professor 
Stephen Wilson will continue to meet fortnightly on Skype as originally set out. This is to 
overcome the physical distance between Canberra and Brisbane respectively. Relevant email 
correspondence will continue to occur between the two parties.  
Figure 37 - Project Timeline 
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9.2.1 Comprehensive Review of Project Timeline 
All of the previous deliverables and project stages have been executed successfully to date, 
with only this final report remaining. As a result, the project timeline does not need to be 
retrospectively updated. Critical evaluation of the final experimentation phase is the most 
important to review and this is undertaken in detail in the project methodology section. 
In this late stage, the project had completed the data analysis phase and is now entering the 
refinement phase. The Master’s Thesis has actively transitioned from MS Excel to MS Azure 
Machine Learning (ML) Studio due to an increasing dataset file size that has yielded MS 
Excel unresponsive. MS Azure ML Studio had the file size and data analysis capabilities to 
be sufficient to achieve the required deliverables. Hence, the data analysis phase was able to 
be completed and refinement is now able to commence, with additional emphasis being 
placed on this. 
Despite the previous project sponsor going into voluntary administration, ActewAGL has 
been proactively organised and this has allowed the Master’s Thesis to remain on track. 
9.2.2 Comprehensive Review of Project Milestones 
At present, the project milestones have been determined as a function of the project 
deliverables set out by The University of Queensland. These have been established in such a 
way that there is an intuitive progression throughout the duration of the thesis. As a result, no 
retrospective changes will be made to the project milestones.  
9.3 Risk Analysis 
A definition of risk severity, probability and involved stakeholders in the context of 
environment, community, governance, workers and customers are provided in the risk matrix 
of Appendix B. 
9.3.1 Scheduling Risks 
Predicted scheduling risks associated with this Master’s Thesis are shown below in Table 2: 
Task Stakeholder Control Risk Categorisation 
Corrupted Files Workers Version control Low-7 
Insufficient Data Workers Multiple source data Medium-8 
Physical Illness Workers Adequate Notice Medium-8 
Simulation Error Workers Voice concerns to 
relevant supervisors 
Medium-12 
Unavailability of 
Supervisor 
Governance Adequate Notice Low-4 
Unacceptable 
confidence level 
Workers Sufficient data Medium-8 
Table 2 - Scheduling Risk Summary 
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9.3.2 Safety Risks 
Predicted safety risks associated with this Master’s Thesis are shown below in Table 3: 
Task Stakeholder Control Risk Categorisation 
Excessive Typing Workers Ergonomic 
Equipment 
Medium-11 
Computer Eye Strain Workers Scheduled breaks Medium-12 
Electronic 
Equipment Shock 
Workers Scheduled testing Low-5 
Table 3 - Safety Risk Summary 
9.3.3 Comprehensive Assessment of Project Risks 
As per Table 1 and Table 2, simulation error and excessive typing have been deemed the 
highest risks throughout the Master’s Thesis. To mitigate simulation error, a platform 
transition from MS Excel to MS Azure ML Studio since the submission of the interim report 
has occurred. MS Azure ML Studio has additional data storage and data processing capability 
that is an order of magnitude better than MS Excel. 
To minimise computer eye strain, an ergonomic assessment at ActewAGL has been 
undertaken upon which monitor risers, correct monitor setup and height and adequate timing 
of work breaks were determined. This will ensure that the student’s eyes are protected as 
much as possible and that exposure to overuse of the eyes at such a short focal length is 
mitigated. 
9.4 Project Opportunities 
Depending on the quality of the Master’s Thesis submission and the associated work ethic of 
the student throughout the semester, various project opportunities can arise. An initial list of 
project opportunities is listed below: 
1. Consideration of certain project components currently deemed out of scope 
2. Undertaking of areas for future research 
3. Graduate employment with the industry sponsor 
4. Additional industry sponsor investment into the project 
5. Potential commercialisation of the software tool 
9.4.1 Comprehensive Assessment of Project Opportunities 
Due to the organisational structure and financial position of ActewAGL, the project 
opportunities associated with this Master’s Thesis can be reasonably extended to include 
various components that are currently deemed out of scope. Investigations into the benefits 
that residential BESS can have on the ACT distribution network would be valuable in 
determining deferral of network upgrades if specific suburbs can become self-sufficient for 
large proportions of the time. 
The predictive and data analytic capability of ActewAGL is something that is recommended 
to increase over time. Big data and machine learning can provide ActewAGL with a 
competitive advantage and the innovation and smart metering team is currently addressing 
this. Graduate employment at ActewAGL may be considered wishful thinking but additional 
employees and resources will need to be devoted to the entity’s data analysis capabilities if it 
wishes to remain competitive and relevant as a utility. This would bring along with it 
additional investment into the Master’s Thesis and any derivatives.  
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Potential commercialisation is seen as an unlikely outcome and could be considered as out of 
scope for this Master’s Thesis, especially considering that the student has relinquished any 
claims to intellectual property. The question of commercialisation now lies with ActewAGL 
and current opinion stipulates it is of more valuable as a source of competitive advantage as 
opposed to an additional revenue stream through licensing it to its competitors. 
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10 Appendix B - Professional Development 
10.1 Engineers Australia (EA) Competency Development 
The following EA competencies, detailed further in section 10.2, have been developed during 
my time at PSCCAN and ActewAGL: 
1.1 Comprehensive, theory based understanding of the underpinning natural and physical 
sciences and the engineering fundamentals applicable to the engineering discipline. 
a) Engages with the engineering discipline at a phenomenological level, applying 
sciences and engineering fundamentals to systematic investigation, interpretation, 
analysis and innovative solutions of complex problems and broader aspects of 
engineering practice. 
1.2 Conceptual understanding of the mathematics, numerical analysis, statistics, and 
computer and information sciences which underpin the engineering discipline. 
a) Develops and fluently applies relevant investigation analysis, interpretation, 
assessment, characterisation, prediction, evaluation, modelling, decision making, 
measurement, evaluation, knowledge management and communication tools and 
techniques pertinent to the engineering discipline. 
1.3 In-depth understanding of specialist bodies of knowledge within the engineering 
discipline. 
a) Proficiently applies advanced technical knowledge and skills in at least on 
specialist practice domain of the engineering discipline. 
1.5 Knowledge of engineering design practice and contextual factors impacting the 
engineering discipline. 
b) Identifies and understands the interactions between engineering systems and 
people in the social, cultural, environmental, commercial, legal and political contexts 
in which they operate, including both the positive role of engineering in sustainable 
development and the potentially adverse impacts of engineering activity in the 
engineering discipline. 
e) Is aware of the fundamentals of business and enterprise management 
f) Identifies the structure, roles and capabilities of the engineering workforce 
2.1 Application of established engineering methods to complex engineering problem solving. 
a) Identifies, discerns and characterises salient issues, determines and analyses 
causes and effects, justifies and applies appropriate simplifying assumptions, 
predicts performance and behaviour, synthesises solution strategies and develops 
substantiated conclusions. 
b) Ensures that all aspects of an engineering activity are soundly based on 
fundamental principles by diagnosing, and taking appropriate action with data, 
calculations, results, proposals, processes, practices and documented information that 
may be ill-founded, illogical, erroneous, unreliable or unrealistic. 
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e) Partitions problems, processes or systems into manageable elements for the 
purposes of analysis, modelling or design and then re-combines to form a whole, 
with the integrity and performance of the overall system as the paramount 
consideration. 
h) Identifies, quantifies, mitigates and manages technical, health, environmental, 
safety and other contextual risks associated with engineering application in the 
designated engineering discipline. 
i) Interprets and ensures compliance with relevant legislative and statutory 
requirements applicable to the engineering discipline. 
2.2 Fluent application of engineering techniques, tools and resources. 
a) Proficiently identifies, selects and applies the materials, components, devices, 
systems, and equipment relevant to the engineering discipline 
c) Determines properties, performance, and other inherent parameters of materials, 
components and systems relevant to the engineering discipline. 
2.4 Application of systematic approaches to the conduct and management of engineering 
projects. 
b) Seeks out the requirements and associated resources and realistically assesses the 
scope, dimensions, scale of effort and indicative costs of a complex engineering 
project. 
3.1 Ethical conduct and professional accountability. 
a) Demonstrates commitment to uphold the Engineers Australia (EA) – Code of 
Ethics, and established norms of professional conduct pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
b) Understands the need for “due-diligence” in certification, compliance and risk 
management processes. 
d) Is aware of the fundamental principles of intellectual property rights and 
protection. 
3.2 Effective oral and written communication in professional and lay domains. 
a) Is proficient in listening, speaking, reading and writing English, including: 
- comprehending critically and fairly the viewpoints of others. 
b) Prepares high quality engineering documents such as progress and project reports, 
reports of investigations and feasibility studies, proposals, specifications, design 
records, drawings, technical descriptions and presentations pertinent to the 
engineering discipline. 
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3.3 Creative, innovative and pro-active demeanour 
c) Is aware of broader fields of science, engineering, technology and commerce from 
which new ideas and interfaces may be drawn and readily engages with professionals 
from these fields to exchange ideas. 
3.5 Orderly management of self, and professional conduct. 
a) Demonstrates commitment to critical self-review and performance evaluation 
against appropriate criteria as a primary means of tracking personal development 
needs and achievements. 
d) Manages time and processes effectively, prioritises competing demands to achieve 
personal, career and organisational goals and objectives. 
f) Presents a professional image in all circumstances, including relations with clients, 
stakeholders, as well as with professional and technical colleagues across wide 
ranging disciplines. 
10.2 Online Journals 
10.2.1 February 
Learning Event EA Stage 1 Competency Description 
1. Independence 3.5 Orderly management of self, 
and professional conduct. 
a) Demonstrates commitment to 
critical self-review and performance 
evaluation against appropriate 
criteria as a primary means of 
tracking personal development 
needs and achievements. 
d) Manages time and processes 
effectively, prioritises competing 
demands to achieve personal, career 
and organisational goals and 
objectives. 
f) Presents a professional image in 
all circumstances, including 
relations with clients, stakeholders, 
as well as with professional and 
technical colleagues across wide 
ranging disciplines. 
In permanently moving from 
Brisbane, QLD to Canberra, 
ACT, time management has 
become a critical skill, both 
in and out of the workplace, 
to meet personal demands. 
My partner and I are both 
studying full-time, and the 
household production still 
needs to be maintained by 
both of us. For me 
personally, this required a 
significant amount of critical 
self-review to ascertain the 
personal habits I have to 
create under this new 
lifestyle. The new household 
economics I am a part of 
allow me to maintain a 
professional image with all 
stakeholders. 
2. Weekly 
Operations 
Meetings 
2.1 Application of established 
engineering methods to complex 
engineering problem solving. 
h) Identifies, quantifies, mitigates 
and manages technical, health, 
environmental, safety and other 
contextual risks associated with 
Federal Occupational Health 
& Safety (OH&S) acts, 
regulations and codes of 
practice are followed at 
Power Saving Centre 
Canberra (PSCCAN) and in 
the weekly operations 
meetings, the company 
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engineering application in the 
designated engineering discipline. 
i) Interprets and ensures 
compliance with relevant legislative 
and statutory requirements 
applicable to the engineering 
discipline. 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
a) Is proficient in listening, 
speaking, reading and writing 
English, including: 
- comprehending critically and 
fairly the viewpoints of others. 
discussed an upcoming fire 
drill and first aid training as 
well as the purchase of new 
personal protection 
equipment (PPE) for its 
installers. With respect to 
relevant engineering 
legislation, PSCCAN 
exchanges small-scale 
technology certificates with 
the Clean Energy Regulator, 
discounting the overall 
system price. For all 
installations in the ACT, I 
discovered that Certificates 
of Electrical Safety (CES) 
and Requests for Service 
(RFS) must be submitted to 
the local distribution 
company, Evoenergy. 
At the local government 
level, I learnt about the ACT 
Next Generation 
Renewables program, which 
is offering subsidies for 
residential batteries up to 
AUD 4000, further 
increasing the 
competitiveness of 
PSCCAN battery offerings. 
In the meeting, I took 
initiative to suggest that 
PSCCAN should consider 
the only Australian 
assembler of solar panels, 
Tindo Solar, as a product 
offering. This would 
minimise logistics costs, 
transport-based carbon 
emissions and would further 
support the Australian 
economy. Unfortunately, 
Tindo Solar has previously 
been explored as a potential 
supplier and the product 
warranty was not sufficient. 
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3. Human 
Research 
Ethics 
Application 
(HREA) 
3.1 Ethical conduct and 
professional accountability. 
a) Demonstrates commitment to 
uphold the Engineers Australia (EA) 
– Code of Ethics, and established 
norms of professional conduct 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
b) Understands the need for “due-
diligence” in certification, 
compliance and risk management 
processes. 
d) Is aware of the fundamental 
principles of intellectual property 
rights and protection. 
In an attempt to streamline 
the due-diligence associated 
with research compliance, 
certification and risk 
management minimisation 
of human research data, a 
HREA is required to be 
approved by the National 
Health and Medical 
Research Council 
(NHMRC). This maintains 
the EA Code of Ethics 
guidelines of demonstrating 
integrity by acting on the 
basis of a well-informed 
conscience and practising 
competently by acting on the 
basis of adequate 
knowledge. Furthermore, the 
UQ Agreement signed 
between PSCCAN, UQ and 
Jack Rees has raised my 
awareness regarding 
protection and rights 
regarding any intellectual 
property that may arise from 
the completion of this 
industry placement. 
4. Project 
Proposal 
1.5 Knowledge of engineering 
design practice and contextual 
factors impacting the engineering 
discipline. 
b) Identifies and understands the 
interactions between engineering 
systems and people in the social, 
cultural, environmental, 
commercial, legal and political 
contexts in which they operate, 
including both the positive role of 
engineering in sustainable 
development and the potentially 
adverse impacts of engineering 
activity in the engineering 
discipline. 
2.4 Application of systematic 
approaches to the conduct and 
management of engineering 
projects. 
b) Seeks out the requirements and 
associated resources and 
The interactions between 
engineering systems and all 
involved stakeholders are a 
significant personal 
motivation for why I 
generated this industry 
placement topic. Energy 
storage is one solution to 
consider if our electricity 
system is going to be 
sustainable and resilient 
when supplied by clean 
energy generation. Installed 
at the residential level, 
energy storage reduces the 
operating and infrastructure 
cost of the electricity grid, 
individual electricity costs 
and individual carbon 
emissions, reducing the 
negative impacts of climate 
change for all inhabitants of 
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realistically assesses the scope, 
dimensions, scale of effort and 
indicative costs of a complex 
engineering project. 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
b) Prepares high quality 
engineering documents such as 
progress and project reports, reports 
of investigations and feasibility 
studies, proposals, specifications, 
design records, drawings, technical 
descriptions and presentations 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
the planet. By commencing 
the project proposal, I’ve 
been able to realistically 
assess the contents of the 
project scope, relevant 
engineering design 
processes to be considered 
and technical methodologies 
to be kept in mind. Upon 
completion of the project 
proposal, the intention is for 
it to be relied upon as a 
sound foundation for the 
project overall. 
5. Customer 
Walk-in and 
Quote 
2.1 Application of established 
engineering methods to complex 
engineering problem solving 
b) Ensures that all aspects of an 
engineering activity are soundly 
based on fundamental principles – 
by diagnosing, and taking 
appropriate action with data, 
calculations, results, proposals, 
processes, practices and 
documented information that may 
be ill-founded, illogical, erroneous, 
unreliable or unrealistic. 
i) Interprets and ensures 
compliance with relevant legislative 
and statutory requirements 
applicable to the engineering 
discipline. 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
b) Prepares high quality 
engineering documents such as 
progress and project reports, reports 
of investigations and feasibility 
studies, proposals, specifications, 
design records, drawings, technical 
descriptions and presentations 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
 
An instance occurred where 
the PSCCAN office was 
unstaffed and a customer 
walked in regarding a new 
solar system for their 
premises. I took initiative to 
walk the customer through 
the entire sales process and 
prepared an initial system 
quote for them, outlining 
various technical options 
based on federal and local 
government regulations, 
their current electricity 
usage, available roof space 
and financial appetite. The 
residential solar system 
design was also limited by 
technical considerations 
such as peak inverter power, 
electrical string 
configurations and product 
compatibility. The 
customer’s details are now 
entered into the system, and 
the full solar quote is now 
anticipated to be completed 
by the submission date of 
this February journal, 
including technical design, 
financial quote, datasheet 
specifications, connection 
application, dossier and site 
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pack to be delivered to the 
customer upon contract. 
6. Customer 
Site 
Assessment 
2.2 Fluent application of 
engineering techniques, tools and 
resources. 
a) Proficiently identifies, selects 
and applies the materials, 
components, devices, systems, and 
equipment relevant to the 
engineering discipline 
c) Determines properties, 
performance, and other inherent 
parameters of materials, 
components and systems relevant to 
the engineering discipline. 
2.4 Application of systematic 
approaches to the conduct and 
management of engineering 
projects. 
b) Seeks out the requirements and 
associated resources and 
realistically assesses the scope, 
dimensions, scale of effort and 
indicative costs of a complex 
engineering project. 
Refer to SEAL Analysis of 
Learning Event 6 – 
Customer Site Assessment 
 
SEAL Analysis of Learning Event 6 – Customer Site Assessment 
Situation 
The most beneficial learning event of my placement project so far was an occasion where I 
joined a sales employee out to a prospective customer site assessment. I had to contribute to 
the sales experience from a technical and financial perspective and accurately describe the 
complex functionality of solar panels, power electronic inverters and residential batteries in 
layman’s terms to the non-technical customer. 
Effect 
The customer suggested that this simplified explanation benefited her greatly, where she had 
previously costed out a solar design for her premises using an online tool for a company that 
did not operate in the area and was presented with an overwhelming amount of information 
with little context. Taking the time to walk her through solar system functionality from first 
principles on site increased the chance of PSCCAN bidding successfully.   
Action 
The salesperson and I investigated the property, taking photos of optimised solar panel 
locations, inverter locations and battery locations. We also noted any potential shading issues 
that may affect the solar panel installation. We also examined the existing distribution and 
meter board configuration, double checking the technical details of the property and whether 
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the existence of services fuses was present. Basic analysis of the customer’s electricity usage 
was undertaken, but additional consideration for this will occur in the solar proposal step. 
Learning 
Participating in the customer site assessment gave me some practical context to residential 
solar system design, including how residential premises interface to the local distribution 
network, where the solar equipment is installed and commissioned for financial and thermal 
optimisation and insight in to what makes customers interested and invested in a residential 
solar and battery energy storage system. Warranty, upfront price, payback period of the 
electrical equipment’s country of manufacture are the start of a list that resonates in 
prospective customer’s minds. 
EA Stage 1 Competencies developed: 
2.2 Fluent application of engineering techniques, tools and resources. 
a) Proficiently identifies, selects and applies the materials, components, devices, systems, 
and equipment relevant to the engineering discipline 
c) Determines properties, performance, and other inherent parameters of materials, 
components and systems relevant to the engineering discipline. 
2.4 Application of systematic approaches to the conduct and management of engineering 
projects. 
b) Seeks out the requirements and associated resources and realistically assesses the scope, 
dimensions, scale of effort and indicative costs of a complex engineering project. 
10.2.2 March 
Learning Event EA Stage 1 Competency Description 
1. Literature 
Review 
1.1 Comprehensive, theory based 
understanding of the underpinning 
natural and physical sciences and 
the engineering fundamentals 
applicable to the engineering 
discipline. 
a) Engages with the engineering 
discipline at a phenomenological 
level, applying sciences and 
engineering fundamentals to 
systematic investigation, 
interpretation, analysis and 
innovative solutions of complex 
problems and broader aspects of 
engineering practice. 
The thesis work of the last 
month has heavily revolved 
around the undertaking of a 
literature review that aims 
to identify, evaluate and 
synthesise current scientific 
understanding and best 
practices around the 
analysis, design and 
optimisation of residential 
BESS’. A high quality and 
quantity of peer-reviewed 
literature was examined in 
both local and global 
contexts. 
2. Data Analysis 2.1 Application of established 
engineering methods to complex 
engineering problem solving 
a) Identifies, discerns and 
characterises salient issues, 
determines and analyses causes 
In addition to the literature 
review, initial data analysis 
was completed on one of 
the input data options, the 
open-source Ausgrid data 
that quantified half-hourly 
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and effects, justifies and applies 
appropriate simplifying 
assumptions, predicts performance 
and behaviour, synthesises solution 
strategies and develops  
substantiated conclusions. 
b) Ensures that all aspects of an 
engineering activity are soundly 
based on fundamental principles by 
diagnosing, and taking appropriate 
action with data, calculations, 
results, proposals, processes, 
practices and documented 
information that may be ill-
founded, illogical, erroneous, 
unreliable or unrealistic. 
i) Interprets and ensures 
compliance with relevant 
legislative and statutory 
requirements applicable to the 
engineering discipline. 
residential electricity use 
and solar generation. These 
300 customers had varying 
daily electricity use and 
therefore their data cannot 
be compared in this form. It 
was decided to normalise 
this data such that the 
percentage values of 
electricity use can be 
compared on a household to 
household basis. This data 
was then visualised and 
classified based on shape 
and excluded for outliers. 
These categories were then 
investigated for the hour-to-
hour deviation away from 
the average annual pattern 
of electricity use. Other data 
sources will be explored. 
3. Project 
Proposal 
1.5 Knowledge of engineering 
design practice and contextual 
factors impacting the engineering 
discipline. 
b) Identifies and understands the 
interactions between engineering 
systems and people in the social, 
cultural, environmental, 
commercial, legal and political 
contexts in which they operate, 
including both the positive role of 
engineering in sustainable 
development and the potentially 
adverse impacts of engineering 
activity in the engineering 
discipline. 
2.4 Application of systematic 
approaches to the conduct and 
management of engineering 
projects. 
b) Seeks out the requirements and 
associated resources and 
realistically assesses the scope, 
dimensions, scale of effort and 
indicative costs of a complex 
engineering project. 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
The work on the project 
proposal from February was 
extended upon in March 
through improved report 
clarity, writing style and 
length. The structure of the 
project proposal was also 
changed in March to 
consider the project 
timeline, required resources 
and milestones. A risk 
matrix was also developed 
that considered minor to 
extreme risks in the context 
of the environment, 
community, governance, 
workers and customers. 
Future opportunities of the 
project were considered that 
are dependent on the quality 
of the Master’s thesis and 
work ethic of the student. 
The work over this period 
also edited and reviewed the 
original project proposal 
which constituted 5% of the 
subject and laid the ground 
work for overall project 
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b) Prepares high quality 
engineering documents such as 
progress and project reports, reports 
of investigations and feasibility 
studies, proposals, specifications, 
design records, drawings, technical 
descriptions and presentations 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
concept and the interim and 
final report deliverables. 
4. Voluntary 
Administration 
3.1 Ethical conduct and 
professional accountability. 
b) Understands the need for “due-
diligence” in certification, 
compliance and risk management 
processes. 
3.3 Creative, innovative and pro-
active demeanour 
c) Is aware of broader fields of 
science, engineering, technology 
and commerce from which new 
ideas and interfaces may be drawn 
and readily engages with 
professionals from these fields to 
exchange ideas. 
Refer to SEAL Analysis of 
Learning Event 4 – 
Voluntary Administration 
 
SEAL Analysis of Learning Event 4 – Voluntary Administration 
Situation 
The most beneficial learning event of my placement project this month was an unfortunate 
situation where the project sponsor has gone into voluntary administration due to external 
financial stress. This situation came as a surprise to me, and I was only identified of this issue 
in a company meeting a week before the voluntary administration took over operation and 
control of the sponsor organisation. 
Effect 
The voluntary administration of the company has unfortunately ended my project sponsorship 
and has caused me to seek an alternative project sponsor. Out of my 4 previous internships, 
this is the first time that one of them has ceased operating during to financial distress. Despite 
only being at the company briefly, it is quite difficult to stomach. I can’t imagine what it is 
like for the individuals who have been at the company in the long-term. 
Action 
With this news taken to heart, I immediately notified my academic supervisor and took the 
initiative to devise a list of companies who may potentially be interested in the same project, 
as well as a list of companies who may potentially be interested in me undertaking a different 
project with them. I began to draft emails, ascertain key human resource personnel and note 
down phone numbers in lieu of contacting them. My academic supervisor has been very 
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helpful during this ordeal, and I have sourced an alternative project sponsor undertaking the 
same Master’s Thesis with ActewAGL. 
Learning 
In hindsight, I’ve learnt that a process of due diligence is required when taking the 
responsibility on to self-source industry sponsorship for a Master’s Thesis. Coming from 
Brisbane to Canberra made this slightly more difficult, however this is not an excuse. It’s not 
enough to identify a business that is aligned with your passion, capabilities and Master’s 
Thesis topic. Financial performance and position are also critical to examine, albeit slightly 
more difficult to consider for private small and medium enterprises. I’ve also learnt of the 
importance of cash flow and liquidity in business, as this was the primarily failure mode 
contributing to my previous industry sponsor’s demise. 
EA Stage 1 Competencies developed: 
3.1 Ethical conduct and professional accountability. 
b) Understands the need for “due-diligence” in certification, compliance and risk 
management processes. 
3.3 Creative, innovative and pro-active demeanour 
c) Is aware of broader fields of science, engineering, technology and commerce from which 
new ideas and interfaces may be drawn and readily engages with professionals from these 
fields to exchange ideas. 
10.2.3 April 
Learning Event EA Stage 1 Competency Description 
1. Organisational 
Transition 
3.1 Ethical conduct and 
professional accountability. 
d) Is aware of the fundamental of 
intellectual property rights and 
protection. 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
b) Prepares high quality 
engineering documents such as 
progress and project reports, reports 
of investigations and feasibility 
studies, proposals, specifications, 
design records, drawings, technical 
descriptions and presentations 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
In starting my new role at 
ActewAGL, I have been 
required to develop my 
awareness regarding 
intellectual property and the 
exact details as to 
ownership of the residential 
BESS design tool. I’ve also 
updated my human research 
ethics application to align 
with ActewAGL and my 
project proposal 
respectively. In this month, 
I also gave two project 
presentations to my 
immediate Renewable 
Energy and Energy 
Efficiency team, as well as 
to the New Energy team 
that is currently being 
developed. 
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2. New Energy 
Team 
Opportunities 
1.5) Knowledge of engineering 
design practice and contextual 
factors impacting the engineering 
discipline. 
e) Is aware of the fundamentals of 
business and enterprise 
management 
f) Identifies the structure, roles and 
capabilities of the engineering 
workforce 
With the emergence of 
ActewAGL’s New Energy 
team, there is a potential 
relationship to be made with 
them and the results of the 
thesis. This has the potential 
to increase opportunities at 
the end of the thesis and it 
has become evident to me 
how critical enterprise 
agreements are, as well as 
alignment with corporate 
direction at all times. They 
are a new big data team that 
is considering the effects of 
increased resolution and 
digitisation in the 
measurement of solar, 
inverter and battery 
systems. There is a large 
structural transition to occur 
within ActewAGL and this 
will largely be initiated by 
the New Energy team 
operating in an increasingly 
interconnected world. 
3. Next 
Generation 
Energy 
Storage 
Program 
(NGESP) 
Reporting 
1.3 In-depth understanding of 
specialist bodies of knowledge 
within the engineering discipline. 
a) Proficiently applies advanced 
technical knowledge and skills in at 
least on specialist practice domain 
of the engineering discipline. 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
b) Prepares high quality 
engineering documents such as 
progress and project reports, reports 
of investigations and feasibility 
studies, proposals, specifications, 
design records, drawings, technical 
descriptions and presentations 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
In order to comply with the 
ACT Government’s data 
reporting requirements, 
ActewAGL is mandated to 
provide customer, system, 
installation process and 
operational data for the 
batteries that they have 
installed under the rebate 
scheme. This data reporting 
heavily applies to my thesis, 
where the format of the 
battery design tool’s input 
data will align with that of 
what is required by the 
NGESP. Through using MS 
Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA) 
programming, I have 
automated the process for 
reporting the customer data 
and plan to move onto the 
other tasks in due course. 
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4. 5 Minute Data 
Resolution and 
System 
Interaction 
Analysis 
1.2 Conceptual understanding of 
the mathematics, numerical 
analysis, statistics, and computer 
and information sciences which 
underpin the engineering discipline. 
a) Develops and fluently applies 
relevant investigation analysis, 
interpretation, assessment, 
characterisation, prediction, 
evaluation, modelling, decision 
making, measurement, evaluation, 
knowledge management and 
communication tools and 
techniques pertinent to the 
engineering discipline. 
2.1 Application of established 
engineering methods to complex 
engineering problem solving 
e) Partitions problems, processes 
or systems into manageable 
elements for the purposes of 
analysis, modelling or design and 
then re-combines to form a whole, 
with the integrity and performance 
of the overall system as the 
paramount consideration. 
Refer to SEAL Analysis of 
Learning Event 4 – 5 
Minute Data Resolution and 
System Interaction Analysis 
 
SEAL Analysis of Learning Event 4 – 5 Minute Data Resolution and 
System Interaction Analysis 
Situation 
For solar and residential BESS customers who have agreed to the system design, a smart 
meter upgrade will be required. This upgrade is required so that bill calculation and reporting 
on electricity usage can occur with increased precision. When a smart meter is installed, 
ActewAGL is then able to offer two electricity tariffs to their solar and residential BESS 
customers. These are the ACT Smart Meter Home Time-of-Use (TOU) Plan and the ACT 
Smart Meter Home Demand Plan. 
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Effect 
The TOU plan varies the electricity price over time and is shown below in Figure 38: 
 
Figure 38 - ACT Smart Meter Home Time-of-Use (TOU) Plan 
In contrast, the Demand (D) plan has a constant dollar per kilowatt-hour ($/kWh) figure of 
0.1946 $/kWh but registers the peak kilowatt (kW) demand over a month between 5pm and 
8pm. It then charges the customer at a fixed rate of 0.1562 $/kW for this peak demand for 
each day of the month. In order to financially optimise the system design for a customer, it 
must be noted that the effect of these tariffs varies how the solar, inverter and residential 
battery interacts on a daily basis.  
Action 
In developing a financial optimisation algorithm for the TOU plan, the electricity expense of 
the customer must be minimised. Despite common misconceptions, it is not enough to reduce 
the highest electricity usage in kWh and it is not enough to reduce the customer’s electricity 
usage in the peak periods. It’s the product of these two variables that must be minimised. 
With 5-minute data resolution, an analysis of an entire day yields 24*60/5 or 288 data points 
for each variable (electricity load, solar generation, grid import, etc.). Due to the fact that the 
TOU’s electricity price varies on each hour, the algorithm’s current approach is to rank the 
highest electricity cost from 1 to 288 for each day. It does this so that the cheapest solar 
generation of that day can also be ranked from 1 to 288 and assigned to offset the highest 
electricity cost through using the battery to “time-shift” the solar generation. It is an iterative 
and circular process. Determining the best time to discharge the battery requires knowledge 
of the battery’s current capacity. Furthermore, knowing how much battery capacity remains 
in the tank is dependent on when the customer charged the battery earlier in the day. The 
decision to charge the battery in a financially optimised manner is dependent on accurate 
targeting of which time-intervals to discharge in. 
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In contrast, developing a financial optimisation algorithm for the D plan takes a different 
approach. Instead of ranking each 5-minute interval, the first priority is to minimise the peak 
demand in kW during the peak period. This will define a portion of how the battery 
discharges but yields no information as to when the battery should charge. Next, how the 
battery charges should be determined. It is important to leave this as sufficiently late as 
possible, so that in scenarios where the customer’s solar generation is larger than their 
electrical load, the energy can be stored in the battery and discharged when the customer’s 
load is greater than their solar generation. When it is possible to do so, solar self-consumption 
is given higher priority than battery charging, except for the battery charging that is being 
used to reduce peak demand between 5pm and 8pm. In the D plan, the maximum discharging 
rate is of the utmost importance and can act as an immediate bottleneck in reducing the 
magnitude of a customer’s electricity bills. 
Learning 
The undertaking of this learning event has broadened my horizons as to how the electricity 
price that regulators are setting determines how our solar panels, inverters and batteries 
should be configured and correspondingly interact at the system level. It’s important that 
multiple product offerings, including solar panels, inverters and residential BESS that are 
relevant to ActewAGL and its competitors are being considered in the analysis. 
EA Stage 1 Competencies developed: 
1.2 Conceptual understanding of the mathematics, numerical analysis, statistics, and 
computer and information sciences which underpin the engineering discipline. 
a) Develops and fluently applies relevant investigation analysis, interpretation, assessment, 
characterisation, prediction, evaluation, modelling, decision making, measurement, 
evaluation, knowledge management and communication tools and techniques pertinent to the 
engineering discipline. 
10.2.4 May 
Learning Event EA Stage 1 Competency Description 
1. May Update 
Presentation 
3.2 Effective oral and written 
communication in professional and 
lay domains. 
a) Is proficient in listening, 
speaking, reading and writing 
English, including: 
- comprehending critically and 
fairly the viewpoint of others 
- expressing information effectively 
and succinctly 
- appreciating the impact of body 
language, personal behaviour and 
other non-verbal communication 
processes, as well as the 
fundamentals of human social 
behaviour and their cross-cultural 
differences. 
Since the last monthly 
journal, I gave my industry 
manager and associated 
colleagues an update on the 
project timeline, project 
methodology, selected 
software, interim results and 
next steps. I am currently 
aligned with the 
expectations of my project 
timeline and am currently in 
the data analysis phase. 
With respect to project 
methodology, there are two 
critical tasks. 1) Categorise 
Ausgrid electrical load 
shapes and 2) Predict 
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3.6 Effective team membership and 
team leadership 
c) Earns the trust and confidence 
of colleagues through competent 
and timely completion of tasks. 
battery operation using 
Solar Analytics data. In 
terms of the selected 
software package, a 
significant transition 
occurred from MS Excel to 
MS Azure Machine 
Learning (ML) Studio. With 
respect to interim results, 
K-Means Clustering has 
been used for the Ausgrid 
data in the month of 
January and this has 
identified some generalised 
waveforms. A Boosted 
Decision Tree Regression 
model was used to predict 
battery operation as a 
function of electrical load, 
solar generation and grid 
import/export which had a 
coefficient of determination 
of 0.93. Furthermore, 
regression models have 
been identified and a next 
step is to evaluate these 
using the same dataset. 
 
 
2. Product 
Development 
1.4 Discernment of knowledge 
development and research directions 
within the engineering discipline 
a) Identifies and critically 
appraised current developments, 
advanced technologies, emerging 
issues and interdisciplinary linkages 
in at least one specialist practice 
domain of the engineering discipline. 
2.1) Identifies, discerns and 
characterises salient issues, 
determines and analyses causes and 
effects, justifies and applies 
appropriate simplifying assumptions, 
predicts performance and behaviour, 
synthesises solution strategies and 
develops unsubstantiated 
conclusions. 
 
 
 
 
The electric utility industry 
is in a time of significant 
change, primarily due to 
environmental imperatives 
to decarbonise, increased 
customer self-sufficiency 
and grid defection through 
residential solar 
installations, decreased 
costs of residential battery 
energy storage systems and 
increased uptake of electric 
vehicles (EV). For 
ActewAGL to remain 
relevant, it needs to 
embrace smarter equipment 
design, autonomous 
operations and maintenance 
(O&M) and analytics for 
connected assets and grid 
optimisation. This provides 
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a significant opportunity to 
extend upon my thesis at a 
later stage and assist in the 
revolution of ActewAGL 
from a perspective of 
electricity supply as a core 
product, to the management 
of electricity manifested as 
ancillary services for power 
quality, back-up power and 
EV charging. 
3. K-Means 
Clustering 
1.2 Conceptual understanding of 
the mathematics, numerical analysis, 
statistics, and computer and 
information sciences which underpin 
the engineering discipline.  
a) Develops and fluently applies 
relevant investigation analysis, 
interpretation, assessment, 
characterisation, prediction, 
evaluation, modelling, decision 
making, measurement, evaluation, 
knowledge management and 
communication tools and techniques 
pertinent to the engineering 
discipline. 
1.4 Discernment of knowledge 
development and research directions 
within the engineering discipline 
a) Identifies and critically 
appraised current developments, 
advanced technologies, emerging 
issues and interdisciplinary linkages 
in at least one specialist practice 
domain of the engineering discipline. 
b) Interprets and applies selected 
research literature to inform 
engineering application in at least 
one specialist domain of the 
engineering discipline. 
K-Means Clustering is a 
statistical process that aims 
to categorise points of data 
based on the Euclidean 
distance between each set. 
It is heavily involved in 
analysing the Ausgrid data 
and is an unstructured 
machine learning module, 
meaning it requires no 
labels to specify the data. 
K-Means Clustering first 
reads in the input data and 
then creates random points 
called centroids that are 
representative of the mean 
of each cluster used to 
categorise the data.            
K-Means Clustering then 
allocates data to the 
initialised centroids and 
moves on to then reposition 
the centroids to better fit the 
original data set. This 
process of data reallocation 
and data repositioning 
continues until no new 
movements can be made 
and the final categories 
have been set in stone. 
4. Battery 
Prediction 
Regression 
Models 
 1.4 Discernment of knowledge 
development and research directions 
within the engineering discipline 
a) Identifies and critically 
appraised current developments, 
advanced technologies, emerging 
issues and interdisciplinary linkages 
in at least one specialist practice 
domain of the engineering discipline. 
Refer to SEAL Analysis of 
Learning Event 4 – Battery 
Prediction Regression 
Models 
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b) Interprets and applies selected 
research literature to inform 
engineering application in at least 
one specialist domain of the 
engineering discipline. 
SEAL Analysis of Learning Event 4 – Battery Prediction Regression 
Models 
Situation 
Once that generalizable electrical load waveforms have been derived from the Ausgrid data 
set, we can now allocate prospective ActewAGL residential solar and battery energy storage 
system customers, who do not have access to any historical smart meter data, to a specific 
waveform that gives more information about how they use their energy every 30-minutes. 
For a given customer postcode, we also have access to the solar irradiance at that location. 
This gives us insight into how much solar generation a customer could produce, as a function 
of hypothetical solar system size.  
Given these two variables, a significant component of this thesis is determining how a 
residential battery energy storage system would operate, leading to minimisation of how 
much a customer imports electricity from the grid. 
Effect 
At present, customers only know that they are paying a cost either upfront or over a loan 
period and there is not too much information as to how much a battery will save them. Being 
able to predict how a residential battery energy storage system operates can give our 
prospective customers additional certainty around the financial integrity of the investment. 
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Action 
Using MS Azure ML Studio, a Boosted Decision Tree Regression (BDTR) was undertaken 
on the 5-minute interval Solar Analytics data reporting on electrical load, solar generation, 
battery operation and grid import/export. An illustration of this is shown below in Figure 39: 
 
Figure 39 - MS Azure ML Studio BDTR Predictive Battery Operation Configuration 
Upon examination of the above, it must be noted that the BDTR model is trained on 75% of 
the original data, with the remaining 25% of the data being used to score the model and 
compare the predicted battery operation to reality on each 30-minute time interval. 
Evaluation of this model yielded the following characteristics as per Figure 40: 
 
Figure 40 - MS Azure ML Studio BDTR Predictive Battery Operation Metrics 
Upon examination of the above, it can be seen that a high coefficient of determination of 
0.933011 exists, suggesting that the predictive model has a high correlation with the battery 
operation in reality.  
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An example of this prediction is shown below in Figure 41: 
 
Figure 41 - Actual vs. Predicted Battery Operation 
Learning 
Before we apply this model to the remaining months of the Solar Analytics data set, it is 
important to evaluation the coefficient of determination that exists when Linear Regression 
(LR), Bayesian Linear Regression (BLR), Neural Network Regression (NNR) and Decision 
Forest Regression (DFR) is applied. 
EA Stage 1 Competencies developed: 
1.4 Discernment of knowledge development and research directions within the engineering 
discipline 
a) Identifies and critically appraised current developments, advanced technologies, emerging 
issues and interdisciplinary linkages in at least one specialist practice domain of the engineering 
discipline. 
b) Interprets and applies selected research literature to inform engineering application in at least 
one specialist domain of the engineering discipline. 
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11 Appendix C – Solar and Battery Only Results 
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